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Abstract
The constrained junction model that represents the stressestrain relations of amorphous networks in equilibrium is modified to analyze stress
relaxation. Deviation of stress from equilibrium when a network is stretched suddenly is represented by a time dependent constraint contribution
that is of the same form as that of the equilibrium theory. The time dependent motions of the junctions are assumed to obey the Langevin equation.
The only new term in the model is a time dependent k parameter that vanishes at long times. Results of the model are compared with uniaxial stress
relaxation experiments on polyisoprene networks with different degrees of cross-linking. Experiments show that the time dependent k parameter
obeys a stretched exponential form, kðtÞ ¼ k0 exp½�ðt=tÞb� with b¼ 0.4 and t¼ 40 s, both of which are the same for all extensions and cross-link
densities studied. The front factor k0 depends on cross-link density in the same way as in the equilibrium case. Comparison with stress relaxation
experiments shows satisfactory agreement at a wide range of extensions and for different degrees of cross-linking. The relatively low value of the
stretched exponent parameter, b¼ 0.4, is interpreted in terms of a molecular picture where entanglements contribute to relaxation at a wide spec-
trum of time scales.
� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

When an amorphous polymeric network is stretched sud-
denly and kept at a fixed length, the force required to keep
it at this length decreases until it reaches a finite value referred
to as the force at equilibrium. The data in uniaxial tension
are generally presented in terms of the reduced stress ½f �� ¼
f =A0ðl� l�2Þ where f is the force acting on the network, A0

is the undeformed cross-sectional area, and l is the extension
ratio defined as the ratio of the final length to the original
length of the sample. In uniaxial tension, the phenomenologi-
cal MooneyeRivlin equation describes the force extension
relation satisfactorily over a wide range of deformations:
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½f �� ¼ 2C1þ
2C2

l
ð1Þ

where, 2C1 and 2C2 are the phenomenological coefficients
which become functions of time when stress relaxation is con-
sidered [1]. The long time relaxation experiments of Ferry and
Noordermeer [1], on lightly cross-linked polybutadiene net-
works showed that the time dependent MooneyeRivlin equa-
tion describes the slow relaxation of uniaxial stress as well,
with the observation that 2C1 relaxes fast and is approximately
independent from 2C2(t) which relaxes at a slower time scale.
Eq. (1) serves as a good approximation both in equilibrium
and out of equilibrium behavior of networks. In Fig. 1a and b,
we present stress relaxation data from polyisoprene networks.
The labels ‘Sample 1’ and ‘Sample 3’ refer to samples described
in full detail below. The straight lines in the figures are the iso-
chronous MooneyeRivlin plots with time indicated on each
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Fig. 1. Time dependent MooneyeRivlin plots of two polyisoprene samples un-

der uniaxial stress relaxation. (See Section 3 for details of the two samples.)
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line. Points indicate the results of experiments. In agreement
with Ferry’s earlier observation, both figures show that the
2C1 value represented by the intercept is independent of time,
and relaxation progresses through the decrease of 2C2.

In molecular interpretations of rubber elasticity, the 2C1

intercept is generally associated with contributions from the
network cycle rank proportional to the number of chains consti-
tuting the network, and the slope 2C2 is associated with contri-
butions from constraints that affect the fluctuations of junction
points. Thus, the 2C1 term reflects contributions from network
topology, whereas 2C2 reflects effects of constraints that sup-
press the fluctuations in the system. The molecular weight of
the portion of a network chain between trapped entanglements
is Me. If the molecular weight of a network chain, Mc is much
larger than Me, then under sudden stretch, each subchain of
molecular weight Me will act as a transient network chain and
will contribute to the stress similar to the contribution of the
permanent junctions. The 2C1 term will be large, reflecting
these transient contributions, and will subsequently decrease
upon relaxation. Thus, at shorter time scales, 2C1 exhibits
time dependence and relaxation contains components from
the transient entanglement network. The time scale of measure-
ments shown in Fig. 1 is sufficiently large such that 2C1 is
already time independent indicating that contribution of Me’s
has already died down and only the 2C2 component exhibits
time dependence.

The contribution of entanglements to 2C1 has been the
focus of both experimental and theoretical studies over the
past several decades. Some experiments [2] show that at equi-
librium, the effects of entanglements diminish at high exten-
sions and/or high swelling ratios, and have no contribution
to the 2C1 intercept. These are non-trapped entanglements or
the so-called diffuse constraints. Others [3] show that contri-
butions from chain entanglements trapped in the system during
cross-linking do not relax fully and contribute to 2C1 [4]. The
experiments of Rennar and Oppermann [5] showed the condi-
tions under which trapped entanglements are important in a
conclusive manner. In the present work, we specifically focus
on the time independence of 2C1, and not on the nature of con-
tributions to it.

Although the MooneyeRivlin model is good in representing
tension data, it fails under compression and other types of de-
formation in equilibrium, and is a phenomenological equation
that does not describe the molecular basis of network behavior.
The constrained junction models [6e9] have been satisfactory
in explaining the molecular basis of force-deformation relations
at equilibrium. In the present work, we propose the time depen-
dent constrained junction model to describe the relaxation
behavior of amorphous networks.

In the first section below, we present the time dependent
constrained junction model, followed by an experimental val-
idation of the theory. In the last section, we discuss in detail
the molecular picture that leads to the observed strain depen-
dence of long time relaxation, and compare our results with
previous work.
2. Theory and the model

At equilibrium, a network junction exhibits large-scale fluc-
tuations about its mean position. This is because the network
chains covalently attached to the junction, which we call ‘pen-
dent chains’ from hereon, exhibit large-scale diffusive motions
about their equilibrium configurations. In a tetra-functional
phantom network where there are no constraints to suppress
junction fluctuations, mean squared fluctuations hðDRÞ2i of
a junction are related to the mean squared end-to-end distance
hr2i0 of a network chain by [7] hðDRÞ2i ¼ ð3=8Þhr2i0. For a
polyisoprene network with reduced stress, ½f �� ¼ 0:1 Nmm�2,
the radius of the fluctuation domain for a junction at equilib-
rium is about 50 Å and there are about 50 cross-links that share
this domain. In real networks this sphere is smaller due to con-
straints. According to the constrained junction model [6,8], the
mean squared radius of the domain in which a network junction
fluctuates is inversely proportional to the constraint parameter,
k0. This parameter is defined as the ratio
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k0 ¼
�
DR2

�
0

hDs2i0
ð2Þ

where, hDR2i0 is the mean square fluctuation of the junction in
the phantom network and hDs2i0 is the mean square fluctuations
from the center of constraints. The value of k0 varies between
0 for highly cross-linked networks and about 10 or 12 for lightly
cross-linked networks. If hDs2i0 goes to zero, k0 goes to infinity,
and the affine network model is recovered.

The diffusive motions of junctions have been observed in
spin echo experiments [10]. These experiments, carried out
on poly(dimethylsiloxane) networks with labeled junctions
showed that the junctions move diffusively with characteristic
relaxation times of 1e10 ns in a region whose size agrees with
the predictions of the constrained junction model. The factors
that affect the diffusion times of a junction come from its
steric interactions with the entanglement domain and from
the network chains that are covalently attached to it at the
f-functional junction.

According to the constrained junction model, the entangle-
ment domains transform affinely with macroscopic deforma-
tion. In a deformed network at equilibrium, the constraint
domain is affinely transformed. Given the sufficiently long
time, a junction can explore all points in this domain, as shown
by the spin echo experiments. At short times following a sudden
stretch, the junction does not have a chance to explore all points
available to it at equilibrium. It explores the small vicinity of its
initial position during the moment of stretch. As the network is
allowed to relax, however, the junction diffusively explores
larger and larger regions of the constraint domain. Stated in
another way, the size hðDsÞ2i of the domain that appears in
the definition of the k0 parameter, Eq. (2), in which the junction
can fluctuate is small at short times following the stretch
and spreads out as time progresses. Thus, the k0 parameter
should be a function of time. The time dependent contributions
to k0 are expected to be large at short times following the sud-
den stretch and vanish with time as equilibrium is approached.
The process may be followed easily through the time depen-
dence of the 2C1 and 2C2 parameters where the former reflects
the dynamics operating below length scales of
½ðMe=McÞhr2i0�

1=2 while the latter reflects the dynamics at
length scales of hr2i0 or larger. Here, hr2i0 is the mean squared
end-to-end distance of the unperturbed network.

Based on the above discussion, we write the force f(t) acting
on the network at time t as

f
�
t
�
¼ fph þ fc;eqþ fc

�
t
�

ð3Þ

where fph is the component of force due to the phantom net-
work, and fc,eq and fc(t) are the equilibrium and nonequilibrium
forces due to constraints, respectively.

For uniaxial deformation [7],

fph ¼
�

xkT

L0

��
l� 1

l2

�
ð4Þ
Here, L0 is the length of sample, and x is the cycle rank of the
network denoting the number of chains that should be cut in
order to reduce the network to a tree. The second term fc,eq

in Eq. (3) is given by the constrained junction model as

fc;eq ¼ fph

�
lK
�
l
�
� l�2K

�
l�1
�

l2� l�2

	
ð5Þ

where,

Kðl2Þ ¼ B

�
_B

Bþ 1
þ k�1

0

l2 _BþB

Bþ k0l�2

	
ð6Þ

B¼ k2
0

l2� 1�
l2 þ k0

�2
ð7Þ

_B¼ B

�
1

l2� 1
� 2

l2þ k0

	
ð8Þ

The fundamental assumption of the theory of irreversible
thermodynamics for small deviations from equilibrium is that
the functional dependence of local entropy on the local exten-
sive parameters is identical to the dependence in equilibrium
[11]. This assumption allows us to extend the equilibrium con-
straint theory to the time domain, according to which the term
fc(t) in Eq. (3) now reads as

fcðtÞ ¼ fph

�
lK
�
l2; t
�
� l�2K

�
l�1; t

�
l� l�2

	
ð9Þ

where the time dependence is introduced to the K function as

Kðl2; tÞ ¼ BðtÞ
�

_BðtÞ
BðtÞ þ 1

þ kðtÞ�1 l2 _B
�
t
�
þB
�
t
�

B
�
t
�
þ k
�
t
�
l�2

	
ð10Þ

with

BðtÞ ¼ kðtÞ2 l2� 1�
l2 þ kðtÞ

�2
ð11Þ

_BðtÞ ¼ BðtÞ
�

1

l2� 1
� 2

l2þ k
�
t
�	 ð12Þ

The parameter k(t) now becomes the only additional param-
eter to describe the relaxation behavior of the networks. The
junction performs Brownian motion under the joint action of
the pendent chains and the constraint domain. We assume
that the pendent chains impose quickly varying forces on the
junction relative to the response of the constraint domain.
The latter provides the friction force. The motion of the junc-
tion may then be studied by the Langevin equation. In the
Appendix, we show that the solution to the Langevin equation
leads to the following form for the time dependent component
of the k parameter:

kðtÞ ¼ k0

1þ t
t1
� að3þ 4e�ðt=2at1Þ � e�ðt=at1ÞÞ ð13Þ
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where, k0 is the equilibrium value of the k parameter, t1 ¼
mzhðDs0Þ2i=6kT has dimensions of time, a ¼ 3kT=mz2hðDs0Þ2i
is dimensionless, and z¼ 1/2at1 has dimensions of inverse time.
When t¼ 0, k(0)¼ k0, at short times it exhibits a double exponen-
tial decay, and at long times it decays as w1/t, and becomes zero at
infinite time.

In real networks, there are several relaxation pathways of
different time scales that contribute to the time dependent k

parameter. In general these are such that the relaxation through
one pathway depends on the prior relaxation through another
pathway. These complex patterns of relaxation are not reflected
by the simple Langevin formulation presented here. In order to
introduce such dependencies, the functional form of k(t) should
show more diffuse dependence on time. Two such possible
forms are

kðtÞ ¼ k0 exp

�
�

 t

t

�b
	

kðtÞ ¼ A

 t

t

��m

ð14Þ

where, t is the characteristic time of relaxation of constraint
effects, b is the exponent, m is the power, and k0 and A are
the front factors. The expression on the left in Eq. (14) is
the stretched exponent form, and the one on the right is a power
form, originally used by Chasset and Thirion [12] to describe
the long time relaxation of natural rubber networks. The
two functions exhibit significant differences, both at short
and long times. The power relation diverges as time goes to
zero. It shows much faster decay than the stretched exponent
at short times, and much slower decay at long times. Compar-
ison with experimental data, as will be discussed in more
detail below, showed that the power relation does not represent
relaxation satisfactorily whereas the stretched exponent shows
almost perfect agreement with data. We therefore adopt the
stretched exponent form. The solution to the Langevin equa-
tion leads to k0 which is identical to the corresponding equilib-
rium value so that Eq. (13) is recovered at t¼ 0. The stretch
exponent b, indicating the multiexponential behavior of relax-
ation, is different than unity as will be shown in the experi-
mental validation of the theory below.

The theoretical model presented in this section is valid only
at long times at which the time dependence of the 2C1(t) term
has vanished. There are excellent theories of rubber viscoelas-
ticity that describe the short time behavior in which the tran-
sient entanglement network contribution is significant [13].

In the following section, we present an experimental valida-
tion of the Dynamic Constrained Junction Model.

3. Experimental
3.1. Materials used
The raw materials used in this recipe were natural rubber
(polyisoprene), zinc oxide, stearic acid, CBS (N-cyclohexyl-
2-benzothiazole sulphenamide) and sulfur. All the raw materials
were used as received. The natural rubber grade was Ribbed
Smoked Sheet, RSS1, with a Mooney viscosity of 85 Mooney
Units, MU, at 100 �C, Mw z350 000 and a polydispersity index
of 2.5. They were supplied from Eversharp Rubber Industries,
Jalan, Singkang, Jementah, Johor. Zinc oxide, 99.7% purity
with a 550 g/l bulk density was supplied from Metal Oksit
(www.metaloksit.com). Stearic acid with an acid value
208.8 mg KOH/g, fatty acid composition 55.2% C16, 44.2%
C18 was supplied from Natoleo (www.natoleo.co.kr). CBS
was supplied from MLPC. Its melting point was 97 �C, ash con-
tent was 0.3% and specific gravity was 1.27. Sulfur was supplied
from MLPC (www.mlpc-intl.com). Its melting point was
115 �C and specific gravity was 2.04.
3.2. Compounding
Compounds were prepared by using a lab scale 1.5 l Werner
& Pfleiderer internal mixer. This internal mixer has standard
tangential rotor geometry. The homogenizations were made
on the two roll open mills. Rubber was fed into the chamber,
masticated for 2 min and then zinc oxide and stearic acid
were added. The compound was dumped at around 135 �C. It
homogenized on the two roll mill for 5 min. In the second stage,
accelerator and sulfur were added on the two roll mill for differ-
ent compounds.
3.3. Vulcanization
Vulcanization was carried out in a compression molding with
160 t clamping force. All test sheets were vulcanized at 150 �C/
35 min. The test sheet dimensions were 210� 300� 2 mm3.

Before the test sheets were vulcanized, rheometer curves
were checked at 150 �C which is the teperature at which the
test sheets were vulcanized later on. The rheometer curves
showed that the torque values reach a plateau and remained
constant from thereon, indicating that there is no reversion.
The optimum cure times were obtained between 25 and
30 min depending on the different cross-linking densities in
the rheometer curves. To be on the safe side, all sheets were vul-
canized at 150 �C for 35 min knowing that there is no reversion
for these recipes.
3.4. Relaxation tests
Dumbbell shaped test specimens of 2 mm thickness were
cut out from the vulcanized sheets with the help of a Zwick
sample cutter in accordance with DIN 53 504, S1, with dimen-
sions ca. 50� 10� 2 mm3. Relaxation tests were carried out
in a Zwick Roell Z2.5 universal tensile machine (UTM)
with a load cell of 2.5 kN. Extension data were acquired at
every 10 mm with an accuracy of 1%. The equipment used
was testXpert V10.1 version software. Dumbbell shaped test
sheets were tested at UTM with a pre-load of 0.2 N that
prevented the initial curvature of the free samples. Test sheets
were stretched to different extension ratios at a speed of
800 mm/min, and relaxed for 880 s for every sample. Data
were taken at every 0.02 s during the test. In order to simplify
presentation, we use the notation in Table 1 for sample
designation.

http://www.metaloksit.com
http://www.natoleo.co.kr
http://www.mlpc-intl.com


Fig. 3. Isochronous plots of Sample 2 and comparison with the Dynamic

Constrained Junction Model results.

Table 1

Sample notation

Sample number Mc
a 104 (Da) fph

b (MPa) kb

1 1.32 0.092 9.0

2 1.12 0.104 8.0

3 0.86 0.132 6.0

4 0.75 0.154 4.6

a Obtained from the equilibrium 2C1 values of force-deformation

experiments.
b Obtained from the fit of the equilibrium constrained junction model to

experimental data.
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4. Results

In Figs. 2e5, we present isochronous plots for networks
with different cross-link densities. The ordinates denote the
reduced stress [f*] and the abcissae are the reciprocal exten-
sion ratios. The points show the results of experiments. The
shortest time of observation is 1 s. The longest time of 880 s
recorded in the experiments did not correspond to full equilib-
rium, but sufficiently close to it for all of the samples. The
curves are obtained from the theory presented in this paper.
They are obtained for each figure as follows: first a value for
k0 and [fph*] is assumed. We also assumed the stretched expo-
nential form for the function k(t). For a given value of t and
b the calculated [f*] values are compared with [f*] values ob-
tained from experiments. The calculations are repeated and the
(k0,[fph*]) and (t,b) pairs that give the best agreement are
accepted. Same procedure is repeated for each figure. The re-
laxation time of 40 s that gives the best agreement of theory
with experiment is the same for all four samples. However,
this is not true for lower cross-link densities and larger values
of t are required as elaborated in more detail in Section 5.

In Fig. 2, the data and theory show excellent agreement for
all times up to extension ratios of 3. Beyond that point data re-
main above the theoretical curves, probably due to finite chain
extensibility or crystallization effects that are not included in
the theoretical model. Experimental data points show some
Fig. 2. Isochronous plots of Sample 1 and comparison with the Dynamic

Constrained Junction Model results.
scatter in Fig. 5 due to difficulties of relaxation experiments
on higher cross-link density samples.

In Figs. 6e9, the dependence of stress on time is presented
for the four samples.

The extension ratios are indicated on each curve. Compar-
ison of experimental points with results of the theory indicates
that the model can accurately describe the time dependent
behavior of networks in simple tension.
5. Discussion

In the present study, we extended the equilibrium constrained
junction model to stress relaxation in uniaxial extension. In line
with the fundamental assumption of irreversible thermodynam-
ics, we took the functional dependence of the out of equilibrium
stress on deformation same as given by the equilibrium theory.
Results based on this simplification are in excellent agreement
Fig. 4. Isochronous plots of Sample 3 and comparison with the Dynamic

Constrained Junction Model results.



Fig. 5. Isochronous plots of Sample 4 and comparison with the Dynamic

Constrained Junction Model results.

Fig. 6. Dependence of stress on time for Sample 1.

Fig. 7. Dependence of stress on time for Sample 2.

Fig. 8. Dependence of stress on time for Sample 3.
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with experiment. Relaxation is described by a single parameter,
k(t) which leads to experimental data only if it is of the stretched
exponent form. This form, which is known as the Williamse
WattseKohlrauch form in phenomenological theories, may be
taken as an indication of serial cooperativity where different
pathways of relaxation exist in which one relaxation step de-
pends on the occurrence of another. Stated in another way, re-
laxation goes through hierarchically constrained steps: sudden
stretching of the network causes an affine-like deformation of
chains. Chains deformed in this manner do not relax all at
once. A group of chains relax first, this induces the relaxation
of others, through network connectivity. Thus, according to
this interpretation, relaxation propagates from one junction
to its topological neighbors in a serial fashion. We would like
to indicate that this interpretation, although plausible, is one
of several other possible relaxation pathways [14e22]. The
stretch exponent type of hierarchical relaxation was introduced
by Palmer et al. [23], and since then has been adopted for relax-
ation in a diverse field of materials.
Fig. 9. Dependence of stress on time for Sample 4.



Fig. 11. The spectrum of relaxation times for the exponent b¼ 0.4.

Fig. 10. Fluctuations of the junction i under the effects of entanglements.
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In order to understand the molecular basis of long time
relaxation, we consider the relaxation components of a junction
in more detail: a junction is embedded into the f-functional
network by means of f chains. The size of the fluctuation do-
main of the junction is determined by the fluctuations of the f
chains covalently attached to the junction, and the rest of the
network to which these f chains are attached. As briefly stated
in Section 2, the system deforms close to affine when a sudden
stretch is applied to the network. The chains and the junctions
are close to ‘frozen’ at the initial state due to the hindrance
of entanglements and steric effects. As the system relaxes,
the junction explores different points in its fluctuation domain.
We term this diffusional motion ‘the relaxation of the junc-
tion’. The excursions of the junction are obviously a result
of the fluctuations of the pendent chains. The pendent chains
perform their fluctuations under the presence of intermolecular
effects, i.e., entanglements. The entanglements on chains can
be transferred to the junction most pronouncedly if the junc-
tion is part of a cycle as shown in Fig. 10. In fact, in a perfect
network, there are several cycles of different lengths that affect
the fluctuations of a junction. In Fig. 10, a cycle of length 6
is shown. The circle shows the fluctuation domain of junction
i. The center of this domain is indicated by O. The vector Dsi

indicates the instantaneous fluctuation of the junction from its
center. The distribution of Dsi will be time dependent in a relax-
ing network. This time dependent distribution will vanish as
equilibrium is approached. Cycles of different lengths are ex-
pected to contribute differently to the relaxation of the junction.
Longer cycles are subject to larger number of chain entangle-
ments and hence their contribution to relaxation will be spread
over longer time scales. Shorter cycles with only a few entangle-
ments will be the fastest relaxation contributors. If the relaxation
time associated with a cyclic path is ti and the contribution of
this path to relaxation is g(ti), then the stretched exponential
form, may be written as

e�ðt=tÞb ¼
X

i

g
�
ti

�
e�ðt=tiÞ ð15Þ

where the left hand side is determined by the experimentally
obtained t and b. Once these parameters are known, the distri-
bution function g(ti) may be calculated by [24]
gðtiÞ ¼
1

pt

XN
k¼1

ð�1Þk

k!
sinðpbkÞGðbkþ 1Þ


ti

t

�bk

ð16Þ

Here, G() is the gamma function. For b¼ 0.4 and t¼ 1 s,
the distribution function is calculated from Eq. (16) and is
shown in Fig. 11. The peak contribution is equal to 0.175
and its relaxation time is around ti¼ 2 s. The relaxation times
are spread over a large range. Even at a relaxation time of 20 s,
the amplitude is 0.06 which is significant. According to the
molecular model described above, such large relaxation times
are those that result from entanglements along long cyclic
paths.

We would like to point out that the independence of the
characteristic time t from cross-link density is due to the small
range of cross-link densities used in the experiments as may
be readily seen from Table 1. The Me of polyisoprene is
6750. Accordingly, Mc/Me values vary between 1 and 2 for
Samples 1e4. A possible interpretation that the same relaxa-
tion time characterizes all of the four samples is due to the
small range of Mc/Me for these samples. For lower degrees
of cross-linking, the independence of t from cross-link density
does not hold, as expected. In Fig. 12, we present results on
a sample of lower cross-link density in which Mc/Me¼ 3.
During the time scale of observation, the 2C1 parameter of
this sample exhibited time dependence that is of the same
order of magnitude as that of 2C2. This may be seen from
the short time region of Fig. 12 where the theoretical curves
cannot follow the rapid decay of experimental points due to
the decay of 2C1. The decay of 2C1 with time is not included
in the model. Thus, the present model is valid only for time
scales where 2C1 has become independent of time, and in
this region, the relaxation behavior may be described by the
same characteristic time of t¼ 40 s for the cross-link densities
shown in Table 1.

In 1965, Chasset and Thirion performed the first long time
relaxation measurements on stretched natural rubber [12] and
proposed the power relation



Fig. 12. Relationship of stress with time for low cross-link density sample.

Fig. 13. Comparison of k(t) obtained from different representations presented

as a function of time in arbitrary units.
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EðtÞ ¼ Eð0Þ
�

1þ

 t

t

��m
	

ð17Þ

as a satisfactory approximation to the relaxation modulus E(t).
Later, a theoretical basis for the long time relaxation was pro-
posed by Curro and Pincus [14] who proposed that relaxation
resulted from the relaxation of the dangling chains. This inter-
pretation is based on the single chain reptation concept of deG-
ennes [25] where one end of a chain is fixed at a stationary point
and the remaining part reptates in the presence of topological
constraints. Curro and Pincus summed up the contributions
to the relaxation modulus from different dangling chains and
arrived at the ChasseteThirion expression for the relaxation.
In a later paper, Curro et al., [15] extended the reptation theory
by modifying the PearsoneHelfand model for polymer stars
[26] and showed that their model agrees with the CurroePincus
model and the ChasseteThirion expression at long times. Gay-
lord and DiMarzio proposed [16] an alternative relaxation
mechanism, based on the hopping model of hindered diffusion.
This model lead to the stretched exponent form of the relaxation
function rather than the ChasseteThirion power relation. In a
later paper, McKenna and Gaylord showed that the power law
relation works only over a limited time, with deviations from
experimental data at long times [17]. Havranek and Heinrich as-
sumed a stretch exponent relaxation function to describe the
time dependent behavior [18]. In a theoretical analysis, Som-
mer found that the tail end of relaxation obeys the stretched ex-
ponent form with an exponent of 1/3. Heinrich and Vilgis made
a critical review of the different predictions and pointed out
to the common origin of the stretched exponent and power ex-
pressions [19]. Thirion and Monnerie used double step stretch-
ing experiments to test the reptation of dangling chains [20,21]
and proposed that pendent chains as well as junction constraints
both contribute to the stress relaxation of networks. Batra et al.
[22] performed relaxation experiments on end-linked polydi-
methylsiloxane elastomers with long pendent chains to test
the validity of the empirical ChasseteThirion equation and
found that this functional form holds only in an intermediate
time regime of the relaxation spectrum.
In order to compare the results of the present model with
those given in earlier literature, we present in Fig. 13, k(t) values
as a function of time obtained by using the stretched exponent
and the power relations. The circles are obtained from Eq.
(13) by taking k0¼ 10, t1¼ 8, and a¼ 1.0. The solid curve is
obtained by the stretched exponent function of Eq. (14) by tak-
ing k0¼ 10, t1¼ 12, and b¼ 0.4. The values of k0 and t1 are
chosen to obtain the best agreement with the calculated points.
The dashed curve is obtained by the power relation given in Eq.
(14), by taking A¼ 10, t¼ 0.1, and m¼ 0.4. Comparison of the
curves shows that the results obtained using the stretched expo-
nent form agrees with the results of Eq. (13) over a wide time
span. Inasmuch as the stretched exponent form agrees perfectly
with experimental data on natural rubber, we can conclude that
the solution of the Langevin equation is satisfactory. The power
form, on the other hand, decays very fast for short times and
very slowly for long times when compared with the Langevin
equation solution. The different choices of A, t and m lead
to agreement with experiment either at very short times or at
long times, but a satisfactory solution that would give agree-
ment over the full range was not possible.

The time dependent component of the stress for small defor-
mations is obtained from Eq. (9) as

fcðtÞz
�
kðtÞ2þ1

�
ðkðtÞ þ 1Þ4

kðtÞ2 ð18Þ

Thus, the time dependent force decays with the square of
k(t). This leads to the stretched exponent fcðtÞwexp½�ðt=t0Þb�
and the ChasseteThirion power relation fcðtÞwðt=tÞ�2m for
the force at small deformations. Thus, the functional relation
of force to time can be taken, similar to that of k(t), as the stretch
exponent or the ChasseteThirion form. Since the ChasseteThi-
rion relation was not satisfactory in representing k(t), it is not
expected to perform well for the forceetime relation. Thus,
the conclusion of McKenna and Gaylord [17] and Batra et al.
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[22] on the inadequacy of the ChasseteThirion form over large
time spans is also a consequence of the present work.

As a final remark it should be pointed out that the equilib-
rium constrained junction model can satisfactorily describe
multiaxial stressestrain behavior of networks whereas the
MooneyeRivlin model fails [27]. Along these lines, exten-
sion of the present Dynamic Constrained Junction Model to
relaxation in multiaxial states of deformation may lead to
a better description of network viscoelasticity under general
loading.
Appendix

The distribution of the fluctuations Ds of junctions from
their centers of entanglements is modified when a network is
stretched suddenly. At small times following the stretch, the
junction will be embedded in their immediate environments.
Thus the distribution of Ds will transform close to affine at ini-
tial times. As time progresses, the junctions will explore larger
regions as a result of diffusive motions, and in the absence
of network connectivity, the magnitude of fluctuations will be-
come indefinite. Thus, the time dependent component of Ds
will be executing Brownian motion, governed by the Langevin
equation [28]

d
�

Ds

dt
¼�z

�
DsþAðtÞ ðA1Þ

where,
�

Ds is the time rate of change of Ds. A(t) is the fluctuating
force on the junction, and z is the friction force. The formal so-
lution of Eq. (A1) is

�
Ds¼

�
Ds0e�zt þ e�zt

Z t

0

eztAðxÞdx ðA2Þ

The displacement Ds is obtained by integration as

Ds¼ Ds0þ
Z t

0

�
Dsðt0Þdt0 ðA3Þ

Substituting Eq. (A2) into Eq. (A3) leads to

Ds¼ Ds0þ z�1 �Ds0ð1� e�ztÞ þ
Z t

0

z�1
�
1� e�zðt0�tÞA�t0�dt0

ðA4Þ
The fluctuations Ds are Gaussianly distributed [28]

W
�
Ds; t; Ds0;

�
Ds0

�
¼
�

mz2

2kpTð2zt� 3þ 4e�zt � e�2ztÞ

	3=2

� exp�
"

mz2
�
Ds�Ds0� z�1 �Ds0ð1� e�ztÞ

�2

2kTð2zt� 3þ 4e�zt � e�2ztÞ

#
ðA5Þ
where, WðDs; t; Ds0;
�

Ds0Þ is the probability that the junction is
at position Ds from its mean location at time t, given that it
was at Ds0 at time zero with an initial velocity of

�
Ds0, and

m is an effective mass representative for the junction. For suf-
ficiently long times, neglecting the effects of initial velocity
and taking the ensemble average yields

�
ðDsÞ2

�
¼
�
ðDs0Þ2

�
þ 3kT

mz2

�
2zt� 3þ 4e�zt � e�2zt

�
ðA6Þ

which leads to the time dependent k parameter

kðtÞ ¼
�
ðDRÞ2

�
�
ðDsÞ2

� ¼
�
ðDRÞ2

�
�
ðDs0Þ2

�
þ 3kT

mz2ð2zt� 3þ 4e�zt � e�2ztÞ
ðA7Þ

At t¼ 0, the righthand side becomes hðDRÞ2i=hðDs0Þ2i
which is the equilibrium k, k0. At long times, fluctuations
hðDsÞ2i grow indefinitely, and k(t) goes to zero, indicating
that the time dependent component of stress resulting from
constraints on the junction vanishes. The righthand side of
Eq. (A7) shows that the relaxation of k(t) is not single expo-
nential. In the long time approximation, the term linear in
time dominates and Eq. (A7) may be approximated by

kðtÞ ¼ k0

1þ ð t
t

� ðA8Þ

where,

t¼ z

6kT
ðA9Þ

is the characteristic relaxation time. Eq. (A8) corresponds to
slow relaxation. Based on the discussion of contributions to
relaxation at different time and length scales, we approximate
k(t) by a stretched exponential function, given by Eq. (14).
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